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MINUTES OF MEETING LAKE ASHTON II
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
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A meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Lake Ashton II Community Development District was held on Friday, May 11, 2018 at 1:30 p.m. at Lake Ashton II Health & Fitness Center, 6052 Pebble Beach Boulevard, Winter Haven, Florida 33884.

Present and constituting a quorum were:
Doug Robertson Jim Mecsics Daniel Murphey Stanley Williams Carla Wright

Also present were:
Darrin Mossing Jill Burns
Andrew d1Adesky Alan Rayl
Mary Bosman Numerous Residents

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS
 Chairman  Vice Chairman
Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary


District Manager GMS
District Counsel District Engineer Community Director


Roll	Call	and	Pledge	of Allegiance
Ms. Burns called the meeting to order at approximately 1:30 p.m., called the roll and the pledge of allegiance was recited. All Supervisors were present.

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Comments on Specific Items
on the Agenda (speakers will fill out a card and submit it to the District Manager prior to beginning of the meeting. Individuals providing speaker cards will also have an opportunity to speak prior to Board action.)
Mr. Robertson: I have two speaker cards; one from John Velebir and the other from Bob Zelazny via Ms. Gloria Crary-Leh. They will discuss their items later in the meeting. Are there any other comments before we proceed? Hearing none, we will move on.
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of  the Minutes  of the
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Lake Ashton COD and Lake Ashton II CDD Joint Meeting held on February 9, 2018 Meeting and Minutes of the Lake Ashton II CDD Meeting held on February 9, 2018
There not being any comments or corrections,
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On MOTION by Mr. Mecsics seconded by Mr. Williams with all in favor the Minutes of the February 9, 2018 Lake Ashton CDD and Lake Ashton II CDD Joint Meeting and the February 9, 2018 Lake Ashton II CDD Meeting were approved as presented.
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FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Unfinished Business
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	Consideration of Proposals for District Management

Mr. Mecsics: As you know, we approved going out for Request for Proposals
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(RFP) for District Manager and legal services at the last meeting. We sent it out to 16 different companies. Some were too far away to provide us the services that they thought we wanted, which may have also been due to the size of our District. One proposal had what we needed, which was GMS. We reviewed it and everyone has a copy of it. There was also a proposal for legal services from Latham, Shuker, Eden & Beaudine, LLP. Both companies met the legal requirements of the RFP. GMS came in almost $3,000 less than what we are paying right now, so thank you very much.
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Mr. Mecsics moved to accept the Government Management Services proposal for District Management Services and enter into negotiations to finalize the contract, and Mr. Murphey seconded the motion.
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Mr. Murphey: I think GMS does a very good job and we are very satisfied with what they are doing. I1m speaking for myself.
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Mr. Mossing: Thank you. We very much appreciate that support and are very excited to be here and will continue our management services to the best of our abilities.
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Mr. Robertson: Thank you. We are looking forward to continuing our relationship. With all of the things that we have to do with both Boards, it's nice that we have a common District Manager, so thank you very much. We have a motion. Are there any further comments? Hearing none,
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On VOICE VOTE with all in favor accepting the Government Management Services proposal for District Management Services and entering into negotiations to finalize the contract was approved.
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Mr. Robertson:	Mr. Mecsics, would you mind negotiating the final contract, since you handled the security contract?
Mr. Mecsics: If the Board wishes, I will.
Mr. Robertson: We will delegate that to Mr. Mecsics.
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	Consideration of Proposals for District Counsel

On MOTION by Mr. Murphey seconded by Ms. Wright with all in favor accepting the Latham, Shuker, Eden & Beaudine, LLP proposal for District Counsel Services and entering into negotiations to finalize the contract was approved.

Mr. d'Adesky: It is Jan and my pleasure to serve this community and Lake Ashton.
	Discussion	of	Yellowstone	Contract	Management	(requested	by Chairman Robertson)
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Mr. Robertson: We had an event several weeks ago, where Yellowstone cut into the buffer zone, which is a violation of our permits. That was reported to me by a resident and I brought it to District Management. It was then brought to our law firm and they said that it was an inappropriate activity. Although, it was only cutting where we had already cut before, it had to stop, so a letter was written by our law firm to Yellowstone, telling them to never cut in the buffer zone again and to let it grow back to its natural state. As a result, the recommendation given to me was that we should bring the contract over to a District employee and we should step back and be more in the
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supervisory role that we haven't had in the past. The recommendation was to make our Community Director, Mary Bosman responsible for that contract, which brings us more in line with what other communities do. I don't know if we need a motion to  accomplish that or not.
Mr. d'Adesky: You could make a motion to re-delegate that.
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Mr. Robertson moved to reassign the Yellowstone Management Contract to Mary Bosman for supervision, and Ms. Wright seconded the motion.
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Mr. Robertson: I want to thank Dan Murphey for providing oversight to this company for four years. You can see how beautifully green this community is. Dan has always been there to work with the company and get things done. It is a tribute to him, the staff we have and the company we work with to accomplish that, so I want to thank him for all of his efforts on our behalf.
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Mr. Murphey: You're welcome. I spoke to the Yellowstone Account Manager about working with Mary. From time to time, Mary will direct some of the off-site workers and they should cooperate with her. I think  there  were  a couple  of  minor issues about where they park  their  equipment.  Hopefully  that's  all  resolved. Regarding cutting into the buffer zone, I spoke to the guy who was doing that. It was during the period when there was confusion about what they  were supposed to cut or not cut. I wasn't a part of that. I was confused too on what we are allowed and not allowed to do. I talked with them over the last couple of weeks and the stakes are still  up and they are cutting away from it. Having Mary take on that responsibility is fine.
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turning the contract over to her.
On  VOICE	VOTE	with	all   in   favor	reassigning the Yellowstone Management Contract to Mary Bosman for
supervision was approved.
Mr. Mecsics: I've been working with Mary on the security contract and recommend
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On MOTION by Mr. Robertson seconded by Mr. Murphey with all in favor turning over the security contract to Mary
	Bosman for supervision was approved.
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Mr. Robertson: Mr. Mecsics, thank you for all of your time and effort in supervising the security contract.
Mr. Mecsics: I'm just going to be a consultant.
Mr. d'Adesky: Just to be clear, that doesn't mean that the Board can't consult with them or give advice. It just means that the management of the contract will be handled by Mary.
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Mr. Robertson: We are now back at the more traditional way of managing contracts. Those were the only two contracts that were outside of the normal CDD bounds. Does this mean that we are now a more consistent organization?
Mr. d'Adesky: It is consistent with a general managerial structure. My liability concerns are now taken care of.
	Ratification of Inspection Report for Southwest Water Management District
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Mr. Robertson: I will allow Mr. Rayl discuss this item, but I want to take an opportunity to say that when we took this over, we had to spend a lot of time and effort to get our ponds back into shape, after many years of letting them go. We worked with the golf course and Yellowstone, and I'm very happy to report that Mr. Rayl submitted an analysis to the Southwest Florida Water Management District (S.W.F.W.M.D.), which was accepted. We have no repairs to do on our ponds, because we are now doing it the correct way. We are maintaining our ponds and keeping them clean., I would like to thank the people that were involved in that process.
Mr. Rayl:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  The good news is that we submitted the Statement of Inspection for Permit .001. We have a number of different permits. You may recall that Permit .001 is tied to Permit .002. Our other permit is .004 that has the majority of the ponds. I think 38 ponds are in Permit .004. This one only had two ponds, but they were the two that we repaired outside of Hogan Lane. I inspected all of
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the repairs and everything looks good. It's reconstructed to function as it was originally permitted. S.W.F.W.M.D. accepted our certification. Due to the type of pollution abatement design that we have on those ponds, which is a side drain filtration system., they are required to be re-certified every 18 months, so we will be doing this again in November, 2019. Right now, everything is in great shape.
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Mr. Murphey: How often do you have to submit this report to S.W.F.W.M.D.? Is it once every several years?
Mr. Rayl: Every 18 months for ponds of this type of design. Mr. Murphey: Okay. Thank you.

FIFTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	New	Business	/	Supervisors
Requests
	Consideration of Resolution #2018-02 Approving the Proposed Fiscal Year 2019 Budget and Setting the Public Hearing

Mr. Robertson: This year we coordinated our budget differently than in past years. We had a meeting in April to discuss the capital expenditures and applied all of those changes into our budget. This is the budget that we are going forward with for the August meeting. We don't need a June meeting to discuss the budget, because we already had a budget workshop. It's just a matter of approving the budget. There were no significant changes from. the workshop, but we can take comments. Does someone want to make a motion to adopt our budget?
Ms. Burns: We need a motion tci set the public hearing date for August 10, 2018 at 1:30 p.m. at this location and adopt the resolution.
file_97.png

Mr. Murphey moved to adopt Resolution #2018-02 Approving the Proposed Fiscal Year 2019 Budget  and Setting the Public Hearing for August 10, 2018 at 1:30 p.rn.., at this location and Mr. Mecsics seconded the motion.
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Mr. Robertson: Mr. Zelazny had a comment and Ms. Gloria Crary-Leh is going to speak on his behalf. I think John Velebir might want to comment on the budget as well.
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Ms. Crary-Leh: Does this resolution finalize the budget for next year? Can changes be made during the next Board meeting and prior to submission? I would like one more opportunity to refine the data.
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Mr. Robertson: When we pass this motion, the important thing is that we are not changing our fees this year, but there is often public comment. So, the budget could be changed if necessary at that time; however, if we were to change the amount of money that we want to collect, we would have to go through a rigorous announcement process. We are foregoing that at this point in time and are staying with the budget that we have. In August, we must stay within the $1,885 per household. How did I do, Mr. d'Adesky?
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Mr. d'Adesky: That was very good. Keep in mind that this is a ceiling, not a floor, so the budget could stay the same or decrease, but it can't increase. Otherwise, there must be a mailed notice to residents.
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Mr. Velebir: I have a question and a comment. When we settled with the developer, we acquired a couple of lots and put in additional parking. It looks like we still have a parking problem, because during events, people are parking all over the grass and down the median. I noticed that in this year's budget, which goes through September, we have $540,000 allocated for capital projects and we have only spent
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$107,000. I was just wondering if we can purchase the lot from the owner, at the end of the parking lot for future parking, before it is sold. It looks like we have the money already approved in capital expenses. The trees on the entrance are dying. I was wondering if we could increase our budget to buy larger trees.
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Mr. Robertson:  Thank you, John.   The intention was never to have so much parking, so everyone could be in a nice cozy parking spot for an event that happens once every two months. The intention was to have enough parking for all regular events. If we had an outside event where there were a lot of cars, we have the ability for people to park across the street from our new parking lot. When we have a major event like that, as part of our security plan, we should have onsite security to help with the safety and the guidance. We also have the ability to park across the street at the
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church. In the past, on Wednesdays, when bible study clears out, it will be cordoned off  in the future, unless we have a major event. We would then open it up and  allow  parking.  I  believe that we have enough parking to deal with major events.  I don't want to spend any more money on additional parking for the three to four  events  per year  that might need it. We can handle it through the security process.  In the  last 10  years, the City put in as many trees as parking spots and they are making it harder and harder for us. I think we have ample parking with the grassy areas to use it occasionally and solve the problem. That's my perspective.
Mr. Velebir: We talked about the need for an additional pool in the community.
You should look at locking in that vacant piece of land.
Mr. Robertson: We will take that under consideration. Thank you, John. Is there any further discussion on the budget?
Mr. Mecsics: Good job.
Mr. Robertson: It was excellent.

On VOICE VOTE with all in favor adopting Resolution #2018-02 Approving the Proposed Fiscal Year 2019 Budget and Setting the Public Hearing for August 10, 2018 at 1:30 p.m., at this location, was approved.

Mr. Robertson: We had a nice meeting before this and have a road map for the future. We  can look at purchasing larger trees going forward.  There was  one suggestion  to try to have someone purchase the trees that are thriving, but  that's  not  going  to happen. They are probably infected as well.  We tried that a year ago and it didn't work. No one wants to buy those trees, when there are diseased trees so close to them. We will just have to replace them. That will come up as an individual budgeted item.

	Acceptance of Audit for Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2017

Mr. Robertson: I will have Mr. Mossing discuss this item.  As we said before, we are no longer in default. The auditors are happy and the state will be very happy with  our renewed fiscal responsibility and healthiness.
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Mr. Mossing: I want to highlight two important statements. Mr. Robertson: Please do.
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Mr. Mossing:  Then I will ask the Board to accept this audit and we will transmit it to the appropriate agencies, as required. On Page 1, the auditor states "In our opinion, the financial  statements  referred to above present fairly,  in all  material respects,  the financial position of the governmental activities. " They are basically giving the District a clean opinion. On Page 25, there are two separate sections; one dealing with internal controls.    They  found  no  problems  with  our  internal  control  system.    Under "compliance", they found no issues of non-compliance. Lastly, as the Chairman just pointed out, in the Report to Management on Page 29, under " Current Years Findings and Recommendations", there are none. We also had no deteriorating financial conditions for the last five years. That's the biggest change. The financial position of the District is very strong. If the Board has any questions or comments, we would be happy to address them. If not, we would ask for a motion to accept the audit.
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On MOTION by Mr. Mecsics seconded by Mr. Murphey with all in favor the audit for fiscal year ending September 30, 2017 was accepted.

	Approval of Aquatic Plant Management Agreement with Applied Aquatic Mr. Robertson:	Our current contract for aquatic plant m.anagem.ent is up for

renewal.  We have an application from Applied Aquatic to continue with the operations that were completed in the past. It's an annual contract.
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Ms. Bosman: Right now, we have two separate contracts. We have a new contract for the new ponds, and soon I'm going to have a third contract for the other section. I spoke to Andrew before the meeting and asked him. if we could combine those into a single contract. It would be much better for bookkeeping and re�ordkeeping purposes.
Mr. d'Adesky:  They should be amenable to that.  I'm. sure if Darrin and Jill talk
to them, they should be able to get that into one contract.
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Mr. Robertson: We could have a motion to approve the contract, which has an inflationary increase of 3%. 
Ms. Bosman: Yes.
Mr. Robertson: We will combine the contracts into one and allow the Chairman the ability to execute the contract.
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On MOTION by Ms. Wright seconded by Mr. Murphey with all in favor the Aquatic Plant Management Agreement with Applied Aquatic and authorization for the Chairman to sign the same, subject to combining all contracts into one, was approved.
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	Discussion of Procedures for the General Election

Ms. Burns: This District has two seats that will be up for election this coming November, Seat 1, held by Jim and Seat 3, held by Dan. If anyone is interested in qualifying for those seats, the qualifying period with the Polk County Supervisor of Elections is June 18 through June 22. You have two ways to qualify. The first would be to get a petition with 25 signatures.  The second way would be to pay a $25 fee.  If you need more information, you can contact the Supervisor of Elections, but all of this information is on the sheet that was distributed before the meeting.
Mr. d'Adesky: We don't control that process. The only situation where you would have a say, is if no one qualified. Then you would have to appoint someone who was a Lake Ashton II resident.
Mr. Mossing: This is just informational for the community. No Board action is required.

	Consideration of Cleaning Contract for Fiscal Year 2019
file_155.png




Ms. Bosman: Everyone should have a copy of the contract.
Mr. Robertson: We have been using the Magic Genie Cleaning Company for the past year. Mary would like to extend their contract for another year.

Mr. Mecsics moved to extend the Magic Genie cleaning contract for one year and Ms. Wright seconded the motion.
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Ms. Wright: Is there any change in the bottom line?
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Ms. Bosman:  No, there is not.  She has two billings; one for the current cleaning of five days a week and another option for cleaning six days a week. That would be up to the Board.
Mr. Mecsics: Is there a necessity to move to six days a week? Ms. Bosman: For the most part, no. We've been managing. Mr. Murphey:  Do they come in five consecutive days?
Ms. Bosman: Yes.
Mr. Murphey: They don't do weekends? Ms. Bosman: Correct.
Mr. Murphey:  Have you revisited this contract with any other company?
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Ms. Bosman: Yes. We spoke with two other companies, but they didn't want to clean any of the fitness equipment and the sauna.
Mr. Robertson:  We could end up with a potential cost savings.  If we change the flooring, that would change the cost structure for maintaining this floor. There is a high cost to wax and do everything else that we have to do with the carpet. That is a potential savings down the road.
file_170.png

On VOICE VOTE with all in favor extending the Magic Genie cleaning contract for five days a week cleaning by one year was approved.


	Update on Hart Lake with FWC and S.W.F.W.M.D. Buffer Zone
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Mr.  Robertson:   We made an application  and it was approved by the Florida Wildlife Commission (FWC) to make modifications to Hart Lake. That is based on a request from individual homeowners adjacent to Hart Lake. They can contract with the Board's contract, either Applied Aquatic or two approved vendors. That becomes a modification to our permit, with a proper schedule of what's going to be completed. Then FWC can come in and monitor each and every individual area that will be changed, as they see fit. People who don't want to do anything at the lakefront level
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into the lake, don't have to pay anything. Those who want to, are committed to do it, as long as they remain within the guidelines and the contract is  done through  our  CDD. It's now been approved and we are open for business for modifications. Mr. Murphey, do you want to make a comment?
Mr. Murphey: So it has been approved. Mr. Robertson: Yes.
Mr. Murphey: I had people inquiring about the status of it. At this point, should they contact one of those vendors?
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Mr. Robertson: No, they should contact Mary.
Mr. Murphey: Do we have two different contractors that can do the work? Mr. Robertson: Yes.
Mr. Murphey: We will actually contract with the vendor and the resident will reimburse.
Mr. Robertson: Correct. This way it protects us. We have a contract with an authorized vendor that we know. They will certify with FWC in the State of Florida, so that we can make those modifications safely, without any risk to the community. It also grants an individual the ability to modify the lakefront in the water as they see  fit.  I  think that's a good solution for people who want to do it. The second item is the buffer zone. We received a letter from the S.W.F.W.M.D. They are taking the exact opposite approach. FWC doesn't mind a hodge podge of different things. That's natural, because of the way things grow at a different rate and  a different way;  therefore, they are more than happy to have individual homeowners modify the lake as they see fit, as long as its within their guidelines. The S.W.F.W.M.D. considers the buffer zone to be a homogeneous piece of ground under the permit, and do not want individualization. It must be completed as a single entity. That's the direction that we received. With that direction, we have the issue of some people wanting to make  modifications,  while others would like it to be totally natural. I don't see how we can  actually force people who don't want to make changes to participate in the cost of making a buffer zone change. I think we are prohibited from taking any Board action at this level to solve
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that problem, because it was permitted this way. We received very clear direction from the S.W.F.W.M.D. Is there further discussion on those items? If not, we can move on.

	Consideration of Landscape Maintenance Proposal for Parking Lot

Mr. Rayl: Thank you Mr. Chairman. We had two bids submitted to date. One was from Yellowstone and the other was from a well-established firm based out of Bartow called Evolve. The Yellowstone bid was the higher of the two bids. After we started evaluating them, we felt like we could find a lower cost option for the irrigation portion of the installation through the sub of a local contractor that is currently doing work in the development. I spoke with him today and he looked at the plans that are at the HFC. He was going to provide a quote for the installation of the irrigation,  which we expect to be lower than what was included in either of the other two bids. Then we can just consider the landscape planting only, and choose the more cost effective one of those two. I believe that the Yellowstone bid was in the neighborhood of $23,000 and the Evolve bid was in the $18,000 range.
Mr. Robertson: We have another contractor that does a lot of work in the community, which is Parker Landscaping. They have been looking after all of the lots for the developer. His activities are shrinking, because they are subcontracting to two individuals. He expressed a willingness to bid on this. I think he will do it for $20,000. Does the Board want to approve one of the three vendors once the bids are finalized and compared, as long as we don't exceed $20,000? We would proceed with our landscaping, according to the City plans, if that's the consensus of the Board.
Mr. Murphey: Is there some kind of timeframe that we must have this  completed in?
Mr. Rayl: Honestly, I am surprised that the City has not been bothering us about this. Mr. Murphey: Does the $23,000 include the irrigation?
Mr. Rayl: The irrigation was between $5,000 and $8,000.
Mr. Robertson: That's why we wanted to get some additional bids. Parker is in here all the time. If we can approve a not-to-exceed of $20,000, we can start this process.
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Mr. Murphey: Who is the third vendor?
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Mr. Robertson: We have Evolve, which is a large company, Parker Landscaping and Yellowstone.
Mr. Murphey: I agree with authorizing $20,000.

On MOTION by Mr. Murphey seconded by Ms. Wright with all in favor authorizing a not-to-exceed amount of $20,000 for Parker Landscaping to provide the parking lot landscaping was approved.

	Discussion and Consideration of Bi-Monthly Meetings (requested by

Vice Chairman Mecsics)
Mr. Robertson: There was a request by Mr. Mecsics to change to bi-monthly meetings, as a result of all the new activities. I thought about that and don't disagree, but I suggest that we have winter residents, as well as sum.mer residents attend the meetings. I drafted a schedule that made sense to me. We could have meetings in October, December, February, April for our budget workshop, May and August. We should lean more towards winter when we have more people here and meet less in the sum.mer.  It worked well in the past. Would six meetings per year be acceptable, Mr. Mecsics?
Mr. Mecsics: It would be for me. The most important part is that we want to communicate with you and give you a chance to com.m.unicate back to us.  To do that, we don't need to meet monthly. It would be more cost effective.
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Ms. Gloria Crary-Leh: Bob Zelazny agreed with this and would like the Board to approve bi-monthly meetings for the upcoming year, as there are many projects and initiatives, at this time that are time sensitive and call for in-depth discussion.
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Mr. Mecsics: I agree to meeting according to Doug's schedule.
Ms. Burns:  At the August meeting, we will have the Board adopt a resolution that would set the meeting schedule for the upcoming year.
Mr. Robertson: That's fine. For those that weren't at the joint meeting, if any golf course issues come up between now and August, we will have a joint Board meeting to discuss those matters. We still have that opportunity this sum.mer as we see necessary.
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	Discussion and Consideration of Policy when a Major Project (+$25,000) is brought up for a vote on Appropriation of funds to be done in Two Phases - Introduction and Consideration, then Voted on at Next Meeting (requested by Vice Chairman Mecsics)

Mr. Robertson: It was suggested that if we have a project over $25,000, that we bring it up at, not just one meeting, but two meetings. We would bring it up, discuss it and postpone the final decision to a second meeting, so that gives us time to have more feedback from the community. That suggestion was made by Mr. Mecsics and supported by Mr. Zelazny.
Mr. d'Adesky: A lot of cities and counties do this. For example, the City of Orlando calls it a "First Reading" and "Second Reading". The First Reading is the introduction and placing it on the next agenda, and the Second Reading is the adoption. I think that is how we can phrase it.
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Mr. Mecsics moved to approve a policy to consider a major project (+$25,000) with a First Reading to introduce and consider the item, and a Second Reading at the next meeting for voting purposes and Mr. Williams seconded the motion.
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Mr.  Murphey:	I'm just wondering if there's some project that needs to be completed quickly, because it could be several months, by the time that we approve it.
Mr. Robertson: We could call an emergency meeting.
Mr. Williams: There are a number of large projects that fall between $20,000 and
$25,000. Should the amount be $25,000 or $20,000? With our past projects, there were three that were $23,000.
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On VOICE VOTE with all in favor amending the prior motion to approve a policy to consider a major project (+$20,000) with a First Reading to introduce and consider the item, and a Second Reading at the next meeting for voting purposes was approved.

	Security Update (requested by Vice Chairman Mecsics)

Mr. Mecsics: I have a presentation to make. There was discussion from the Board about the security, regarding coverage and statistics about what they do and what they
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are finding. We have security officer operations software called Securitas Connect, that not only can track incidents, but officers can print their reports or pictures in real time. We don't have to worry about downloading it. It could be pulled right  off  of  the website. Mary can work with the contractor to adjust  schedules,  patrol routes and make it much more proactive than they have done in the  past.  I'rn going to work on posting  this information. Nothing personal or private will be on the website. We will have it out there if someone wants to know how active our security officers are. I am going to put my report into a written format. It allows you to get a yearly report on all incidents, whether there is a broken water main, open garage doors, broken lights or inoperable doors. We can go through this and see where we need to adjust our schedules. You can see the activity for a year or monthly, of what the security officers are doing and are finding out there. I'm not counting cars going through the gates. That  has  been no impact on security; however, I know what those officers are doing while they are out there 24 hours a day. I will be breaking out the different instances and activities of the officers. Stan asked about that. We will be putting this on the web and providing quarterly information, so you can see what is going on, as far as our operations and what our officers are doing out there. I would like to get feedback from the Board and the community. We want to make sure that our security operations are well known within the community and that the officers are taking care of things for the District.
Mr. Williams: Jim, what type of activities are being reported? You listed 10 or 15 incidents.
Mr. Mecsics: We have everything from an unlocked door, to a major water leak that the officers discovered. An officer recently had to provide an emergency response for a medical emergency. This is all captured in our database. The nice thing about that is if someone is out there, not doing their job, my question to management is what are they doing about it?
Mr. Williams: Have we lost a number of security guards? Mr. Mecsics: Yes.
Mr. Williams: For what reasons?
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Mr. Mecsics: We lost about four security guards. As I tell them when they come in here, Lake Ashton is a very unique environment. If they aren't doing what we tell them to do, they are terminated. We have the capability of contacting Securitas and they have a large database of officers and can change the guards around.
Mr. Williams: How do you compare them to other security companies? They have been here a year-and-a-half now and we lost four guards. Is that a big number for a security force of this size?
Mr. Mecsics: Its civilian guard entry. This is not a small commercial contract. The turnover rate is 25% across the country. Unfortunately, security is not a career that most people go into.
Mr. Williams: They were let go for disciplinary reasons.
Mr. Mecsics: Some were for disciplinary reasons, but some did not fit into the model that we want for our officers.
Mr. Williams: I checked on East and they have two officers. Mr. Mecsics: I have higher standards.
Mr. Robertson: We want officers in here that can understand and deal with us appropriately. Some are kind of rough and we want to find ones that fits our standards. I know that Kate on the other side was a wonderful example. We like her very much. She knows how to handle us and we can communicate with her. We are trying to find a full staff of officers like Kate. Our turnover rate is fine. That's a good point.
Mr. Williams: Sooner or later the contract is going to come up for renewal I just want to know what the national averages are.
Mr. Mecsics:  That's a great question.

SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
	Attorney

 Staff and Board Reports
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Mr. d1Adesky:  I don't have anything, other than what I was tasked with at the joint meeting and this meeting, unless there are any questions.
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	Engineer

Mr. Rayl: I just wanted to touch on a few items. The dog park issues were completed and transferred over. The last piece of paperwork that we  need to complete is to transfer the S.W.F.W.M.D. permit that was just issued for the dog park that  allowed those modifications to our ownership.  It keeps their paperwork straight.  On  the irrigation, I will be coordinating with our recently engaged lighting contractor to make sure that they supply power to run the irrigation clock. There was some  discussion about additional parking. In the past, we looked at how we could expand parking by adding another lot on the other  side, but it  didn't  yield much.  You didn't get a lot of "bang for your buck" with just one lot and it wasn't feasible. I recall that we had the ability to generate another two or three parking spaces, by re-striping the existing lot, because the spaces are slightly larger than standard. This is something for you to think about.
Mr. Robertson: In the future.
Mr. Rayl: If you wanted to go that route. That's all I have.
Mr. Robertson: Just for information, the dog park is ours and it only cost us $10. Some are asking why we are spending CDD money to buy a dog park when they don't have a dog. The answer was that we spent $10 to allow people who own dogs to enjoy the dog park.
Mr. Murphey: We have a couple of ponds that are waiting to be conveyed.
Mr. Robertson: When the grading company was here, we asked them to repair  the pond on Sawgrass. They said that they would and moved dirt over there, but the problem never disappeared. I tried to get Varsity, but they can't do it, so I contacted  two other companies. It's not a lot  of  money, but the issue is that one area is washed out and we want to fix it. The standard is that we want to be able to have the area mowed around the edge of the pond, and there are some spots where that cannot be done. We are going to adjust the slope so that won't happen and fix it. I solicited bids from two companies, which should come in, in the next week or so.
Mr. Murphey: So a subcontractor, Varsity was doing that work?
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Mr.  Robertson:  Yes.
Mr. Murphey: Have we given up on them? Mr. Robertson: Yes.
Mr. Rayl: He wants to get paid, right.
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Mr. Robertson: He didn't get paid for it. He hauled  the  material for us  to  use, but never spread it. I met with one vendor the other day and showed them what we wanted to do. The resident was very happy with what we were  planning to do.  We  will probably have to put some sod  down.  One of the subcontractors suggested waiting a few weeks, as sod looks terrible right now. Sod gets  better  or worse,  depending on  the time of year. Don't buy sod right now. Let the rains start again and take  hold so we can get healthier sod. They are going to need to fix  the  leveling, fix the washout  and add sod. We are only going down about 10 feet, because beyond that 10-foot line is an area where water goes up and down. It makes no sense to put sod all  the  way  down and then having the rains come out and kill the sod, so we are only doing it on the top part. I  received the  contract for the lights for the  north side.  The  only thing that I have to do is to sign it. It is the TECO contract.
Mr. d'Adesky: We just have to transfer it.
Mr. Robertson: I don't think that needs Board approval. It was  signed previously, but they wanted to modify it.
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On MOTION by Mr. Mecsics seconded by Mr. Murphey, with all in favor assignment of the TECO contract to the District from the developer was approved.
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Mr. d'Adesky: The TECO contract is  non-negotiable.  It's  a standard  contract. We don't have negotiating power. I suggest a motion to accept the assignment of the contract to the District from the developer.





Mr. Robertson: I will send a copy of the contract to Mr. Mossing. Once Andrew sees it and is happy with it, I will sign it.
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	CDD Manager - Number of Registered Voters in the District - 626

Ms. Burns: The District is required to determine the number of registered voters within the District as of April 15 of each year. There are now 626 registered voters. That's all we have. Thank you for selecting us. We are looking forward to working with the community.
Mr. Robertson: Darrin Mossing is the President and Jill Burns is going to be the District Manager. Please pass on our sincere thanks to George Flint who managed us these many years and kept us going in the right direction. I know that you keep on growing and adding more contracts, which makes you successful and George has some other assignments to take care of.
Mr. Mossing: Yes, he does.
Mr. Robertson: We are very happy to have you here with us and thanks for joining the team.
Mr. Mossing: George does a great job and I will pass that on to him.

	Lake Ashton II Community Director

Ms. Bosman: I distributed my report. I will briefly state that we have been very busy. We sent out 16 RFPs, but we didn't receive very many responses, because of our location and our size. That was quite a learning process. I would like to thank Jim Mecsics for helping me through that. In March, we had our fire sprinkler heads in HFC inspected. We passed. Two of the backflow systems were inspected. We are going to finish up with the other four in July; two here and the two at the gatehouse. Yellowstone was contacted to provide a quote to clean up the dog park They responded very rapidly and we were very pleased with their response. They cleaned the dog park in one day. I want to thank some of the volunteers for helping out there too. Yellowstone is handling the replacement of the 3 to 4-foot tree that was lost in the process.
Mr. Robertson: Adjacent to the dog park is the TECO area. Mr. Rayl: And the lift station.
Mr. Robertson: The shrubs that go around that dog park encroaches a house on the back side.
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Ms. Bosman: So we need to work with the owner.
Mr. Robertson: Is it our responsibility or is there some responsibility for TECO to maintain the shrubs? I see a lot of perplexed looks.
Mr. Rayl: It's a City maintained station.
Mr. Robertson: But it's the shrubs on the other side. Are we responsible for that? Mr. d'Adesky:	The City maintains the shrubs on the other side.	If they are encroaching on our property, we can either maintain or remove them.  Anything that encroaches upon our property, we have the right to remove. As a courtesy, we might
want to tell the City that they are encroaching if we intend to remove them.
Mr. Robertson: I don't think we want to remove them, because it would expose the resident to the dog park, but we should keep it cut down and not growing too far out. Is it our responsibility?
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Mr. Rayl: A lot of times those are part of the screening requirements of the lift station. It's required by the municipality, but not maintained by the municipality.
Mr. Robertson: So it's ours.
Mr. Murphey: I think Yellowstone has been trimming the shrubs.
Mr. Robertson: We need to remind Yellowstone to do the opposite side because they are getting close to the house.
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Ms. Bosman: Many items were already discussed today. The process of filing that permit was quite lengthy. The one thing that I want to ask the Board for was a procedure going forward. I have been working and speaking with Angie. The Board needs to be very specific about the type of vegetation, where you want to plant it, etc. We are going to need to get some communication out to the residents that are interested in doing that and something down on paper as soon as possible.
Mr. Robertson: If any individual owner wants to make a change, they have to submit a plan that will be annexed to our overall plan. That plan is what is going to be used to monitor that we are in compliance. That responsibility goes to TNT or Applied Aquatic through the contracting process.
A resident: So we have to tell the contractor?
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Mr. Robertson: You can talk to the contractor, but the commitment for the contract will be done through Mary. They will tell us the price and we share that with you. If you want to do it that way, we will write the contract.
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A resident: Do we complete the plan?
Ms. Bosman: Yes. That is what they want.
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Mr. Robertson: As long as its compliant with the rules, you are free to select the plants that you want and the schedule that you want to plant them in.
A resident: The plan they need to see what we are doing, comes from us to you. Ms. Bosman: Yes.
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Mr. Robertson: Correct. It's similar with the ARC rules. If someone wants to change their beds or landscaping, we make all of the comments in the site plan so that there's a referenced document that protects you, and when you complete the work, the County will inspect it and say if we are compliant with what was approved. No one can argue it, because its within compliance. If you are told something different than the next person, then you should have a document that says "I did this right and you can't come back to me".
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Ms. Bosman: I can show you a couple of examples. We installed a new Wi-Fi system and upgraded the network since our last meeting. Its fully operational. I asked the gentleman that installed it who said "Hypothetically, where are we on the quality scale". He said that we are at a 9. I also asked "What would the scale be if you were at a store restaurant" and he said about a 4. So, we have a very good system and have been getting really good results. It's a good improvement to HFC. Speaking of improvements, digital controls had to be ordered to replace our non-functioning controls on our ceramic kiln. That has served us well. We are going to keep it, but we are just remodeling our kiln. In its entirely, it will be a practically new kiln. It will all be digitized. That should be happening this next week. That's exciting for many people. Three new heaters were recently installed, one in the pool and two in the spas. We had to replace one of the spa heaters, because it was a lemon. The company came out and they are going to be getting back with us very soon, as far as what they are
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going  to  do.   Obviously,  it will  be  under  warranty.   Thafs  why  you  hear  about  us having to do heaters.   Rosemary is working here part-time.   We trained her and then moved her to full-time on the weekends. She did a time study, which the  Board received a copy of. I gave a synopsis of my thoughts on it. Because of the results of the time study, my recommendation would be to return Rosemary to  part-time immediately, with the caveat that there will occasionally be weekend work, as directed. There will be a cost savings through her.  Are there any questions from the Board?  Her time study was very thorough, as she listed all of her interactions with residents. We contacted the City of Winter Haven, because frequently we were finding that our bin in our new parking lot was full on Tuesday, after it was just emptied on Monday. We found out that residents were dumping trash in our dumpster. I called the City and we can actually get a larger bin that will fit inside our little gated area for the same price, with the exception of a one-time installation fee. Mainly, we have to educate the residents that this is not a proper place to dispose of their personal items.
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Ms. Wright: Put a sign on the dumpster. Ms. Bosman: We will do that.
Mr. Robertson: Can we talk about the poker room?
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Ms. Bosman: Yes. We installed LED lights in our poker room down the hall. Some time ago, we installed LED lights in the reception area and down the hallway, which made a difference in the brightness. Just by having LEDs in the reception area  and the hallway, we saved $200 on our light bill. We wondered what would happen if we had more LED lights, so we considered the poker room, because it was small. We purchased the LEDs and  are still  making our  first month.1s  payment.   That will be an ongoing study and we will light that up as time goes on. That is a one-time installation, as the lights will practically last forever.
A resident: Does TECO offer any programs to reimburse or subsidize that type  of upgrade? I know that around the County, many utility companies offer that.
Ms. Bosman: Not that Ym aware of.
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Mr. Mecsics:   We are currently looking at ways at getting some grants.   TECO has some grants, as well as FEMA.
Ms. Bosman: We will definitely pursue that. We wanted to have some statistics, before we went further.  We are still in the process of getting the flooring.  There are a few places that look like there's dirt on the floor. It's not dirt. Someone put tape on the floor and lifted off the top finish. This is a learning process. This building has been around since December of 2007, and things happen. We have a couple of spots on our dance floor. I would urge the Board to be ready to receive some quotes for that. Are there any questions?
Mr. Robertson:  Yes.   We were supposed to get a couple of samples.   I thought that they were going to be presented today for people to look at. Our walking track has a certain level of sponginess and absorption of energy when we walk on it. We want anything that we put in here, to be as good as the walking track, so that protects everybody.  We asked a vendor to do that, but they came back and said that they didnt have the backing that we wanted, so we don't have a demonstration for you. We are going with another vendor. The idea is to get a quality surface that is maintenance free, allowing us to have a homogenous floor. We haven't given up on that objective.
Mr.  Williams:   You didn't mention that two windows and doors in HFC were measured for plantation shutters.
Ms . Bosman: That was voted on some time ago.
Mr. Williams:  I recall that there was a different discussion about the size of the shutters . What did we finally decide on?
Ms. Bosman:  We chose 3-inch plantation white shutters to go on two windows and a door in this room. There has been no request for the two windows looking out to the pool.
Mr.  Williams:   The  other  item  I  had  was  that the  Board  voted  for  weekend support. That' s not changing, right?
Ms. Bosman:  I just made a recommendation. Mr. Robertson:  The Board has to decide.
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Mr. Williams:   I am looking at it like the security.   It's a deterrent by having a person here to help folks when they come in. I think it's needed. I think they should be here on Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Robertson: It's for Board discussion.
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Mr. Mecsics: Would you like to consider this matter in another three or six months, to make it more functional. I know sometimes she is sitting out there looking at the wall.  Mary, can you elaborate?  She could be at the front desk during slow times. It would be productive time.
Ms. Bosman: She would have interaction time with residents.
Mr. Williams:  There is the interaction time, but you said that you gave her some of John's work to do, which she can complete on the weekends.
Ms. Bosman:  I have nothing further.

	Public Safety

Mr. Mecsics: I continue to talk with Chief Cullingford. He attends our committees. We have one on Monday morning and he comes in his unmarked car. He reminds me that I should turn the light off in my garage. The Security Officer's Report is included in Mary's report. I asked for additional training on active shooters, so the officers came in for an hour on Wednesday. We gave them a briefing on active shooters and their role as an unarmed security officer.
	Landscaping and Lakes

Mr. d'Adesky:	Going forward, this item should probably be included in the Community Director's Report.
Mr. Murphey: I think we covered all of that. We had a couple of issues. Now Mary is going to be taking care of that. It was always a joint effort.
	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run Summary

Mr. Murphey:	I have a question on the Check Run Summary.	Are we paying Securitas weekly?
Mr. Mecsics: Yes.
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Mr. Murphey: Why do we do that rather than monthly?
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Mr. Mecsics: It's just the way that it was set in the contract. I keep track of their billing. Mary will be doing it from now on.
Mr. Mossing: We need a motion to approve Checks 1947 through 2040, totaling
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$956,337.40. For the Capital Reserve, we have Checks 5 through 6, totaling $95,420.85. A large amount of the Check Run Summary was for transferring funds  between accounts  and not necessarily expenditures.
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Mr. Robertson: We have different things that we have to do to go to different accounts, such as writing checks from one account to another. So, it's not like we spent that amount of money. There was a transfer of funds from different accounts. The auditors are very happy with that process and our funds are under control. When there are large numbers, don't panic.
file_354.png

On MOTION by Mr. Williams seconded by Mr. Murphey with all in favor the Check Run Summary was approved.

	Combined Balance Sheet

Mr. Mossing: If you have any questions, I will try to answer them. We are 96 % collected on our on-roll and off-roll assessments. A large payment came in April.
Mr.  Murphey:	This was through March 31 and we still short by several thousands of dollars. How much came in for April?
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Mr. Mossing: The actual distribution amount that we received was $517,669 for both debt service and operations.  I expect that we will be 100%  collected next month.
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Mr. Robertson: The good news in that process if you recall, it was my responsibility to collect monies from the  developer each year.   This  year it .was  transferred  over to our taxation process. He paid them on time. We have no liabilities with the developer.
Mr. d'Adesky: Once lots are platted and on the roll, if it was not paid, a tax certificate would be issued and a tax certificate owner would buy it. We would end up getting the taxes paid one way or another.
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SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Audience Comments
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Ms. Crary-Leh: I was taking notes and didn't hear anything about Item. 4C. I'm. confused. Was there mowing where we shouldn't have mowed? Is this a CDD expenditure that was part of their contract or an additional cost?
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Mr. Robertson: Over the years we creeped into the buffer zone that was supposed to be left natural. We moved the landscapers back, so we didn't go into the buffer zone. Then we contracted to maintain the dog park, which was an additional cost, so we decided to reduce the mowing and told them not to do the buffer zone anymore. Then they offered to m.ow the buffer zone for free. We are always trying to manage our costs that way.
Ms. Crary-Leh: So in other words, we are not in trouble with anybody.
Mr. Robertson: We are not in trouble at all. Our contract with Yellowstone did not increase as a result of taking over the dog park. We made a tradeoff.
Ms. Crary-Leh: Thank you for the clarification.
Mr. Robertson: Are there any other audience comm.ents?
Mr. Velebir: One of m.y concerns is interlopers coming in and using our facilities, not only from. the standpoint that we are paying for them. and they are using our facilities for free, but they could be taking over a machine that a resident wants to use. I was here about 11:30 a.m.. on a Sunday, and it was the first time that I saw one of our security guards walking through the facility, but he just walked through. He didn't ask anyone in the pool for identification. I think that should be done. They could just request their resident ID or visitor pass nicely to try to discourage them from coming in here. There is a steady procession of young families on a Sunday afternoon using our pool. They m.ay be visiting, but I don't know. I never see anyone ever requesting an ID. That should be taken into consideration.
Mr. Robertson: Over time, they will see a pattern and we will see a pattern of behavior. I used to play pickleball on Sunday mornings with a couple. It created a pattern, but all of a sudden on a particular day, four gentlemen were playing tennis on our tennis courts, thinking that no one was here on Sunday playing tennis. That wasn't
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a regular pattern, so I immediately checked on it, because we are all responsible for looking after our facilities. I checked with the security guard and he said that he approached them and one said that he was a relative of a resident. I said "If you don't have your papers to sign in, go get your father and uncle that's going to sponsor you". Within 10 minutes, they packed up their stuff and left and haven't been seen since. So, there is a process where we watch things and if it feels right, we let it go. If it doesn't feel right, we immediately do something about it. There's a balance between offending somebody and not offending somebody. I'm just giving you examples where we have actually done what you are asking and it was effective.  If we see something outside of our regular pattern, then we will do something about it.
EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adj ournment
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On MOTION by Mr. Williams seconded by Mr. Murphey with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.
Secretarty / Assisr/tant Secretary
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Mr. Robertson:	If there are no further comments from the public, then I will entertain a motion for adjournment.
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